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Abstra t
We present a method to ompute rigorous upper bounds for the topologi al entropy
h(T; A) of a ontinuous map T with respe t to a xed ( oarse) partition of the
phase spa e A. Long traje tories are not used; rather a single appli ation of T to
the phase spa e produ es a topologi al Markov hain whi h ontains all orbits of T ,
plus some additional spurious orbits. By onsidering the Markov hain as a dire ted
graph, and labelling the ar s a ording to the xed partition, one onstru ts a
so shift with topologi al entropy greater than or equal to h(T; A). To exa tly
ompute the entropy of the so shift, we produ e a subshift of nite type with
equal entropy via a standard te hnique; the exa t entropy al ulation for subshifts
is then straightforward. We prove that the upper bounds onverge monotoni ally to
h(T; A) as the topologi al Markov hains be ome in reasingly a urate. The entire
pro edure is ompletely automati .
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1 Introdu tion
The topologi al entropy h(T ) (see Walters [1℄ for a de nition) of a ontinuous
map T : M  on a ompa t phase spa e M is diÆ ult to estimate. It is even
more diÆ ult to obtain rigorous bounds. This diÆ ulty stems from the fa t
that it is numeri ally infeasible to estimate the topologi al entropy dire tly
from standard de nitions using open overs or -separated/spanning sets. Most
numeri al approa hes have fo ussed on one-dimensional mappings, taking advantage of the kneading theory of unimodal maps [2{4℄. Another approa h
[5,6℄ in one dimension is to approximate a general map by a Markov map,
for whi h the entropy is relatively easily al ulated. Baldwin and Slaminka
[7℄ improve an approa h [8℄ where the topologi al entropy is estimated as the
logarithmi growth rate of the one-dimensional variation of T n with n. This
approa h has been extended to higher dimensions by Newhouse and Pignataro
[9℄ where one onsiders the growth rate of the volume of submanifolds. Chen et
al. [10℄ suggest a method of providing sharp lower bounds for the topologi al
entropy of haoti saddles and attra tors based on su essive preimages of the
map. Other approa hes in higher dimensions in lude ounting the number of
periodi points of a given period (this assumes that a result [11℄ for Axiom
A systems holds in greater generality), and various methods of onstru ting
good \grammars" (essentially approximations of Markov partitions); see [12℄
for a areful appli ation of these approa hes to the Henon map.
With the ex eption of [10℄, there are no methods appli able to higher dimensional systems whi h provide rigorous bounds for the entropy ([10℄ provides a
lower bound). While in prin iple, the approa h of [9℄ may be applied to systems with more than one expanding dire tion, the omputation of exponential
in reases in volume of images of submanifolds qui kly be omes infeasible.
Our approa h provides a rigorous upper bound for the entropy of a multidimensional system with respe t to a xed partition. The theoreti al results are
ompletely general with no restri tions on the map other than ontinuity. In
ontrast to [9℄, our method an also eÆ iently handle systems with more than
one expanding dire tion.
The remainder of this se tion de nes the obje ts to be estimated and their
relationships to known quantities. In Se tion 2 we des ribe the main algorithm
and state the orresponding theoreti al results. Se tion 3 ontains numeri al
examples and omparisons of our new method in a variety of situations. Implementational details are dis ussed in Appendix A and proofs of the main
results are given in Appendix B.
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1.1 Preliminary de nitions
An intuitive de nition of topologi al entropy is as follows: Partition M into
a olle tion of sets Q = fA1 ; : : : ; Aq g, and onsider orbits ON (x) = fx; T x,
: : :, T N 1 xg of length N . If T i x 2 Aa for i = 0; : : : ; N 1, then ON (x) gives
rise to the N -string [a0 ; a1 ; : : : ; aN 1 ℄. We form the olle tion of all possible
N -strings
i

W

N

(T; A) = f[a0 ; a1 ; : : : ; aN 1 ℄ : 9 x 2 M s.t. T i x 2 Aa ; 0  i < N g (1)
i

and onsider log jWN (T; A)j=N , whi h des ribes the growth rate of the number of distin t symbol strings generated by orbits of T with in reasing length
(jWN (T; A)j denotes the ardinality of the set WN (T; A)). We de ne the quantity
h (T; A) := lim
N

!1

log jWN (T; A)j
N

= inf
N 1

log jWN (T; A)j
N

:

(2)

It is our aim to ompute rigorous upper bounds for h (T; A). The following
proposition relates h (T; A) to the standard topologi al entropy h(T ).

W1
i
De nition 1 A partition
W1 Ai is alled generating, if i=0 T A = B (noninvertible maps) or i= 1 T A = B (invertible maps) where B denotes the
Borel  -algebra.

Proposition 2 (1) If A is a generating partition, then
h(T )  h (T; A):

(2)

h(T )  lim inf h (T; A):

diam A!0

PROOF. See proofs se tion.
Part (ii) says that by re ning arbitrary partitions A, we obtain an upper
bound for h(T ) in the limit. In pra ti e, if a generating partition is known,
we will use this. If a generating partition is not known, a geometri al study
of the dynami s often provides suggestions for partitions whi h are near to
generating (see for example, the Henon map analysis in Se tion 3.3). Even in
ases where A is not a generating partition, our numeri al studies indi ate
that h (T; A) still provides good estimates of the topologi al entropy.
3

To summarise: we will des ribe a method for omputing a rigorous upper

bound for the topologi al entropy h (T; A) with respe t to a xed partition A.
The method may be applied to any ontinuous multidimensional map, without
any restri tion on the dimension of unstable manifolds or assumptions su h as
hyperboli ity. In pra ti e, we nd that the obtained values are good estimates
of the topologi al entropy h(T ), even when the underlying partition A is not
generating. Moreover, our algorithm is very eÆ ient in terms of omputing
time. Alternative existing methods of entropy omputation be ome extremely
ineÆ ient in higher dimensions, espe ially when the dimension of the unstable
manifold ex eeds one.

2 The Algorithm
We sele t a oarse partition A and will produ e upper bounds for h (T; A).
If there are good hoi es for A based on the dynami s, we will use these;
otherwise, we will hoose a simple partition, making sure that it ontains
enough sets, based on bounds we now dis uss.
If A ontains m sets, then learly h (T; A)  log m; thus, an important ondition for a suitable partition A is that log m  h(T ). Some rough upper bounds
for h(T ), where T is a di erentiable map on a d-dimensional manifold are

Theorem 3 (1) h(T )  maxf0; d log supx2M kDx T kg; Bowen [13℄,
(2) h(T )  log maxx2M maxLT M j det DxTjL j, with M smooth and ompa t;
S. Katok [14℄.
x

If we have no information on how large h(T ) may be, we an use Theorem 3
as a guide for the number of sets A should ontain.

2.1 An outline of the algorithm
(1) Choose a partition B (mu h ner than A), and de ne a topologi al
Markov hain with respe t to B su h that all words generated by T are
also generated by the topologi al Markov hain. The entropy of the topologi al Markov hain (with respe t to the partition A) will be omputed
exa tly and will provide an upper bound for h (T; A).
(2) The set of all words generated by orbits of the topologi al Markov hain
forms a so shift. The entropy of this so shift equals the entropy of
the topologi al Markov hain with respe t to A.
(3) To ompute the entropy of the so shift, we \present" the so shift in
the form of a right-resolving presentation (a labelled graph with spe ial
properties). The entropy of the so shift is then easily omputed from
4

the maximal eigenvalue of the adja en y matrix for this right-resolving
presentation.
In pra ti e, one omputes the (0,1) adja en y matrix for the topologi al Markov
hain; this matrix is then transformed into another adja en y matrix representing the right-resolving presentation, and the maximal eigenvalue of this
se ond matrix is found, providing a rigorous upper bound for h (T; A). It
should be emphasised that the pro edure is ompletely general and automati , in the sense that any partition B that is a re nement of A may be
used, and that the onstru tion of the topologi al Markov hain and resulting
right-resolving presentation may be easily automated on a omputer.

2.2 Constru ting the topologi al Markov hain
We produ e a re nement of A, denoted B = fB1 ; : : : ; Bn g, so that ea h A 2 A
is a union of elements of B; typi ally B will be very mu h ner than A. De ne
a transition matrix on B via



1
Bij = 1; if Bi \ T Bj 6= ;,

(3)

0; otherwise.

The matrix B de nes a topologi al Markov hain. Orbits of the topologial Markov hain generate words from the partition A in the following way.
Call [b0 ; : : : ; bN 1 ℄ a B-word if Bb ;b +1 = 1 for i = 0; : : : ; N 2. The Bword [b0 ; : : : ; bN 1 ℄ generates a unique A-word given by [a0 ; : : : ; aN 1 ℄ where
Bb  Aa , i = 1; : : : ; N 1. De ne the set of all A-words of length N by
i

i

i

i

W (B; A) = f[a0; : : : ; a
N

1 ℄ : there is a B-word [b0 ; : : : ; bN 1 ℄
of length N su h that Bb  Aa ; i = 1; : : : ; N 1:g
N

i

i

(4)

2.2.1 Relationship to T
Clearly orbits of the topologi al Markov hain are pseudo-orbits of the map T ,
and therefore WN (T; A)  WN (B; A); that is, our topologi al Markov hain
generates all words that T generates, plus some extra words. The number of
extra words generated depends on how ne the partition B is relative to A.
Our plan is therefore to x A and su essively re ne B. At all times, we will
have
h(B; A) := lim
N

!1

log jWN (B; A)j
N
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lim
N !1

log jWN (T; A)j
N

= h (T; A): (5)

Furthermore, one has

Theorem 4 Let
Then

A

= fA1 ; :::; Aq g partition M , where ea h Ai is ompa t.

lim h(B; A) = h (T; A):
diamB!0

(6)

PROOF. See Appendix B.2
2.3 The asso iated so

shift

The reason for onstru ting su h a topologi al Markov hain is that h(B; A)
is able to be omputed exa tly. To do this, we onstru t a dire ted labelled
graph, with nodes 1; : : : ; n orresponding to elements of B, and ar s and labels
whi h we now de ne. Ea h element of A will have a distin t label sele ted from
the label set L = fa; b; ; : : :g. The nodes i and j are onne ted with an ar
i Bij = 1; this ar is labelled with the label orresponding to the set A 2 A
satisfying Bi  A.

Example 5 (Simple example: Topologi al Markov hains and so
Consider the (pie ewise) ontinuous map T : [0; 1℄  given by
 2x;
x < 1=2
Tx =
3(x 1=2)=2; x  1=2.
We sele t
and

shifts)

A = fA1 ; A2g = f[0; 1=2); [1=2; 1)g;

B = fB1; B2; B3; B4 g = f[0; 1=4); [1=4; 1=2); [1=2; 3=4); [3=4; 1)g:
By Theorem 3 (i), we see that h(T )  log 2, so by hoosing A to ontain two

sets, we have a han e of apturing all the entropy.
It is easily veri ed that the matrix B is given by
1
0
1 1 0 0
B0 0 1 1C
C:
B
B=B
A
1 1 0 0C
0 1 1 0

Let the partition sets B1 ; B2 ; B3 ; B4 orrespond to verti es 1,2,3,4 respe tively.
By assigning A1 the label a and A2 the label b, we arrive at the following
dire ted labelled graph (whi h we denote by G(B; A)).
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Elements of WN (B; A) are generated by walks of length N on this graph, onatenating labels along the walk. Words generated by walks on this graph are
not the result of a subshift of nite type on the symbols fa; bg be ause while
the words [aa℄, [ab℄, [ba℄ and [bb℄ are allowed, the word [bbb℄ is not (if it were
of nite type, one ould form all possible words by on atenation of allowable
2-words).

2.4 A (redu ed) right-resolving presentation of the so

shift

Let W (G(B; A)) denote the set of all bi-in nite words that are generated by
walks on the labelled dire ted graph we have just onstru ted. The problem
with the graph G(B; A) in Example 5 is that there an be more than one
ar with the same label emanating from the same node. This makes entropy
omputation diÆ ult, and so we seek a new graph (or presentation) G0 (B; A)
for whi h (i) W (G0 (B; A)) = W (G(A; B)) and (ii) that from ea h node of
G0 (B; A), all outgoing ar s have di erent labels. We now des ribe an algorithm
for nding the \essential subgraph" R of su h a graph G0 . We will all R a
redu ed right-resolving presentation of G; see Appendix B.3 for details and
proofs of ne essary results. Nodes of the redu ed right-resolving presentation
will be alled hypernodes and ar s will be alled hyperar s. Hypernodes will
be subsets of f1; 2; : : : ; ng.

Example 6 (Simple example: Redu ed right-resolving presentations)
The gure below shows the result of Algorithm 2.4 applied to the graph in Example 5 (using the hypernode f1g as the initial hypernode).
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(1) Begin with an empty graph R and add a single hypernode onsisting of
a single (randomly sele ted) node of G(B; A).
(2) If possible, hoose a hypernode in the graph R with no outgoing hyperar s
and all this hypernode H . Otherwise, go to the pruning step (vi).
(3) Denote by H 0 the set of all nodes in G(B; A) rea hed by all outgoing
ar s in G(B; A) starting at nodes in the hypernode H and labelled (in
G(B; A)) with a. Add the hypernode H 0 and a hyperar labelled a starting
at H and terminating at H 0 .
(4) Repeat (iii) for all labels in the alphabet.
(5) Return to (ii).
(6) Remove all hypernodes in R without in oming hyperar s (along with
their outgoing hyperar s).
(7) If some hypernodes were removed, return to (vi), otherwise stop.
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We brie y outline the onstru tion of this graph:







The node 1 in G(B; A) has outgoing ar s labelled with a terminating at nodes
1 and 2 in G(B; A), therefore we reate a hypernode f1; 2g and a hyperar
labelled a starting at hypernode f1g and terminating at hypernode f1; 2g.
Now onsider the hypernode f1; 2g. Nodes 1 and 2 have outgoing ar s labelled a terminating at nodes 1,2,3, and 4, so we reate the hypernode
f1; 2; 3; 4g and add a hyperar labelled a starting at f1; 2g and terminating at f1; 2; 3; 4g.
Colle tively, nodes 1,2,3, and 4 have outgoing ar s labelled both a and b
emanating from them. Take label a. The terminal nodes of these ar s are
1,2,3, and 4, so we add a hyperar labelled a looping from the hypernode
f1; 2; 3; 4g ba k to itself. Now take label b. The terminal nodes of these ar s
are 1,2, and 3, so we add a new hypernode f1; 2; 3g and a hyperar from
f1; 2; 3; 4g to f1; 2; 3g labelled b.
Nodes 1,2, and 3 again olle tively have outgoing ar s labelled with both a
and b. First take a. The terminal nodes of these ar s are 1,2,3, and 4, so
we add a hyperar labelled a from f1; 2; 3g to f1; 2; 3; 4g. Now onsider the
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ar s labelled b. The terminal nodes are 1 and 2, so we add a hyperar from
f1; 2; 3g to f1; 2g labelled b.
All hypernodes now have outgoing ar s, so we begin pruning.
Only hypernode f1g has no in oming hyperar , so we delete this single hypernode and its outgoing ar (this removal is indi ated by the dashed box in
Example 6).
All remaining hypernodes have in oming hyperar s, so we stop.

Note that the hyperar s leaving ea h hypernode are all labelled di erently
in Example 6, in ontrast to the ar s and nodes of the graph of Example 5.
The reader may like to verify that the nal pruned graph of Example 6 is
independent of the hypernode used to initiate Algorithm 2.4.

2.5 Entropy of the so

shift

One forms an adja en y matrix for the graph produ ed by Algorithm 2.4 as
follows. Suppose that there are m hypernodes; then de ne an m  m matrix
by

Rij = l; if hypernode i has l outgoing hyperar s

terminating at hypernode j:

(7)

We are now in a position to ompute the entropy of our topologi al Markov
hain with respe t to the partition A.

Proposition 7 Suppose that T is transitive and let  denote the maximal
eigenvalue of R. Then h (T; A)  h(B; A) = log .
PROOF. See Appendix B.3.
Example 8 (Simple example: Entropy of so shifts) The adja en y matrix for the redu ed right resolving presentation of Example 6 is

R=

f1; 2g
f1; 2; 3g
f1; 2; 3; 4g

0 f1; 2g
0
B
 1
0

f1; 2; 3g f1; 2; 3; 4g 1
0
0
1

1
1
1

C
A

(8)

The largest eigenvalue of R is approximately  = 1:8393, and therefore h(B; A) =
log 1:8393  h (T; A).
9

If we had set B = A, we would have obtained h(B; A) = log 2. As noted at the
end of Example 5, by setting B = fB1 ; B2 ; B3 ; B4 g, we eliminate the word [bbb℄
(a word whi h would be allowed if B = A). Thus the re nement of B from two
sets to four sets eliminates this word and redu es the entropy to log 1:8993. By
re ning the partition B further, more \illegal" words will be eliminated, and
the bound h(B; A) will de rease monotoni ally. In the limit of the diameters
of the partition sets in B going to zero, h(B; A) # h (T; A); this is the ontent
of Theorem 4.

Remark 9 For non-transitive T , h(T ) is equal to the maximum of the entropy of T restri ted to ea h transitive region. It is possible that the topologi al
Markov hain governed by B is still transitive, and in this ase, the algorithms may be applied exa tly as before to obtain upper bounds for h (T; A)
and h(T ). If the topologi al Markov hain is not transitive (not irredu ible),
then the algorithms must be applied separately to ea h irredu ible omponent
of B.
3 Examples and Results
The examples we present range from well-studied systems to those whose
entropy is at present not able to be eÆ iently omputed. For some examples,
we state that our omputations are rigorous. In making this laim, we are
working under the assumption that our omputer performs exa t al ulations.
In prin iple, it is possible to allow for roundo errors by making the boundaries
of the sets in B fuzzy 3 , however we have not done this here, and do not believe
our results would substantially di er by allowing for roundo .
Ea h of the al ulations presented here takes on the order of se onds to minutes
of omputer time (in luding the onstru tion of the Markov hain B).

3.1 A family of Logisti mappings
To ompare our method with previous work, we onsider estimating the topologi al entropy h (T; A) of the family of Logisti maps T (x) = x(1 x), for
3:5    4. For all parameter values , we have used A = f[0; 1=2); [1=2; 1℄g
and B is either an equipartition of [0; 1℄ into 212 or 214 subintervals. Shown
in Figure 1 are graphs of h(B; A) versus  al ulated using our method (left
frame) and from [3℄ (right frame).
3 If numeri al images land within some toleran e region of a boundary, we a ept
membership in sets on both sides of the boundary. By doing this we allow more
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(a) Estimate of the entropy (to
base 2) of the Logisti mappings
x 7! x(1 x) versus : Method
of present paper

4

(b) Entropy (to base 2) of the Logisti
mappings x 7! x(1 x) versus : Figure reprodu ed from [3℄

Fig. 1. Comparison with previous results.

The agreement is very good, demonstrating that
(1) this simple hoi e of A yields good results even when it is not generating.
That is, h (T; A)  h(T ) here.
(2) The bound h (B; A) for h (T; A) is very tight and an be onsidered as
an estimate.

3.2 A hyperboli linear automorphism of the 2-torus
We now demonstrate the eÆ a y of our method in a two-dimensional example
where the exa t value of the entropy is known. Let T : T2 p be given by
T (x; y ) = (x + y; x) (mod 1). It is known that h(T ) = log(( 5 + 1)=2) 
log 1:6180. We set A = f[0; 1)  [0; 1=2); [0; 1)  [1=2; 1)g. The re ned partitions
B will be produ ed by repeated bise tions of the torus; that is, elements of B
will be of the form [(p 1)=2k ; p=2k )  [(q 1)=2k ; q=2k ), p; q = 1; : : : ; 2k , k  1.
Our results are summarised in Table 1. The trend here seems to be that the
number of hypernodes in R is a little less than twi e that of the ardinality
of B, while the maximal hypernode size is not very large in omparison to the
ardinality of B; that is, lots of hypernodes, but ea h hypernode is of relatively
small size. Our next example exhibits ompletely ontrasting behaviour. We
admit that we do not fully understand how the properties of T or A in uen e
the properties of the indu ed hypergraph, su h as its size and onne tivity; it
would be interesting to derive some general prin iples to help further de rease
pseudo-orbits of T and so preserve our upper bound for h(T ).
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Table 1
Upper bounds for h (T; A) for the linear toral automorphism

k

ardinality

2

Number of

maximal

Entropy estimate

16

32

5

log 1:8393

3

64

144

10

log 1:7494

4

256

448

21

log 1:6916

5

1024

1792

42

log 1:6583

6

4096

7472

83

log 1:6393

of B

hypernodes in R hypernode size

h(B; A)

omputing time and memory requirements.

3.3 Henon
We use the standard Henon map, T (x; y ) = (1 1:4x2 + 0:3y; x), and onsider
the a tion of T restri ted to the box [ 1:5; 1:5℄  [ 1:5; 1:5℄. Re ent numeri al
results [12℄ suggest that h(T )  0:4651. To begin with, we use the simple
partition A = f[ 1:5; 1:5℄  [0; 1:5℄; [ 1:5; 1:5℄  [ 1:5; 0℄g. The elements of
our re ned partitions B will be of the form [ 1:5+3(p 1)=2k ; 1:5+3p=2k ) 
[ 1:5 + 3(q 1)=2k ; 1:5 + 3q=2k ), p; q = 1; : : : ; 2k , k  1.
Rather than partitioning all of [ 1:5; 1:5℄  [ 1:5; 1:5℄ at every level of re nement of B, we \trim" the topologi al Markov hain (and the urrent partition)
by nding the strongly onne ted omponent of the asso iated graph [15℄. It an
be shown [16℄ that the trimmed partition at ea h level of re nement ontains
the hain re urrent set of T (see [17℄ for a de nition). This trimmed partition produ es the maximal irredu ible omponent of the topologi al Markov
hain, and it may be shown using arguments similar to those in the proof of
Proposition 21 that this irredu ible omponent generates the same entropy as
topologi al Markov hains produ ed without any trimming.
Numeri al routines [18℄ to produ e topologi al Markov hains by rigorously
al ulating all possible interse tions in (3) are oded in the GAIO 4 pa kage.
The use of these routines allow us to state that we have rigorous upper bounds
for h (T; A). Some re ned partitions are shown in Figure 2 and numeri al
results are shown in Table 2. Note that the nal value of 0.4628 is below the
a epted value of the entropy. If the a epted value of h(T ) is orre t, this
proves that A is not generating for T .
4 Available at http://www.upb.de/math/agdellnitz/gaio
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Fig. 2. Example trimmed partitions of [ 1:5; 1:5℄  [ 1:5; 1:5℄ for the Henon map.
The horizontal dotted line denotes the boundary of the oarse partition A.
Table 2
Upper bounds for h (T; A) for the Henon map.

k

ardinality

4

Number of

maximal

Entropy estimate

122

31

92

0.6244

5

295

29

171

0.5858

6

694

57

338

0.5518

7

1713

163

682

0.5225

8

4197

234

1360

0.5024

9

9766

270

2621

0.4780

10

21639

892

5162

0.4669

11

49296

1086

10286

0.4628

of B

hypernodes in R hypernode size

h(B; A)

Following the suggestion of [12℄ that a partition whi h is near to generating
may be onstru ted by joining up primary and lose-to-primary homo lini
tangen ies, we re omputed the entropy estimates using an approximation of
the partition in [12℄. This approximate partition is given by the two-set par13

tition reated when M = [ 1:5; 1:5℄  [ 1:5; 1:5℄ is bise ted by the polygonal
ar with verti es ( 1:5; 0:01), (0:703; 0:01), (0:8; 0:025), (1:231; 0:085),
(1:272; 0:07), and (1:5; 0:07). The results of Table 3 suggest that this new
Table 3
Upper bounds for h (T; A) for the Henon map.

k

ardinality
of B

Number of

hypernodes in R

Entropy estimate

4

122

31

0.6244

5

295

28

0.5858

6

694

81

0.5466

7

1713

180

0.5200

8

4197

244

0.5028

9

9766

409

0.4825

10

21639

980

0.4720

11

49396

1162

0.4687

h(B; A)

partition does indeed apture more entropy than the simple-minded horizontal
bise tion, and our nal value now indeed represents an upper bound.

3.4 3D Logisti
Our nal example studies a three-dimensional haoti system (9) whi h appears numeri ally to possess an approximately two-dimensional attra tor. Dene
T (x; y; z ) = (y

x; y (1

x); x

z );

(9)

where  = 1:2;  = 2:35; and = 0:1. A plot of a long traje tory of T is shown
in Figure 3 (a), and a rigorous outer box overing of the hain re urrent set
is displayed in Figure 3 (b).
To sele t a suitable number of partition sets for the oarse partition A, we use
the bound of Theorem 3 (ii), whi h suggests that 8 sets are suÆ ient to apture
all of the entropy. We bi-partitioned a ube ontaining a long traje tory along
ea h oordinate axis at x = 0:3; y = 1:0; z = 0:3, to reate an 8-set partition.
Results of our al ulations are summarised in Table 4.
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1

0.8

z

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

−0.2
2
1.5
1
0.5
y

0

−0.2

0

0.4

0.2

0.6

0.8

1

x

(a) Plot of a traje tory of T of length
10000

(b) Rigorous outer box overing of
the hain re urrent set.

Fig. 3. Invariant attra ting sets for the 3D Logisti map
Table 4
Upper bounds for h (T; A) for the 3D Logisti map. The * in the nal line of the rst
olumn indi ates that the partition sets of B have diameter 1/32 in two oordinate
dire tions and 1/64 in the third oordinate dire tion.

k

ardinality

3

Number of

maximal

Entropy bound

289

49

276

1.197

4

1352

285

1190

1.040

5
5

6037

1288

4625

0.892

10428

2496

7977

0.837

of B

hypernodes in R hypernode size

h(B; A)

To obtain a rough \ballpark" omparison for our entropy bounds, we estimated the Lyapunov exponents for the 3D Logisti map and found that
1  0:18; 2  0:13; and 3  2:31. Assuming that the Pesin equality holds
for this system, one has that the measure-theoreti entropy of T (using the
physi al measure  exhibited by most orbits) is h (T )  0:18 + 0:13 = 0:31.
Sin e h(T ) = supfh (T ) :  is a T -invariant probability measureg, the value
0.31 represents a rough lower bound for h(T ). Our best bound of 0.837 for
h(B; A) is onsistent with this result. It is reasonable that 0.837 is signi antly higher than 0.31 as our boxes in B are still relatively large, allowing
many spurious orbits to remain.
While the appli ation of our method to systems with higher dimensional unstable manifolds poses no problems, the method of [9℄ would require signi antly
more omputational e ort sin e it ne essitates the omputation of exponential
growth rates of volumes of higher-dimensional manifolds.
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A Implementational details
In this se tion, we give more details on the numeri al realisation of the algorithms presented. The two main omputational steps are:
(1) Compute the topologi al Markov- hain on the ne partition B. For reasons
of eÆ ien y, in pra ti e one does not ompute the transition matrix (3)
on a full partition of M , but instead uses subdivision te hniques in order
to ompute ner and ner overings of the hain re urrent set of T in M
[19,15,16℄. In ea h step of this te hnique the matrix (3) is omputed on
the urrent olle tion of sets. For maps these omputations an be made
both rigorous and eÆ ient [18℄.
(2) Compute the (redu ed) right-resolving presentation of the so shift. This
involves the onstru tion of the (\hyper"-)graph R where the nodes of R
onsist of subsets of the set of nodes of G(B; A); see Se tion 2.4. In step
(iii) of Algorithm 2.4 a andidate for a new hypernode together with a
orresponding hyperar is onstru ted and is eventually added to R if it
is not already present.
As mentioned, there exist eÆ ient algorithms for step (i) { at least in the ase
where the dynami al system is given by a dis rete map. In step (ii) one is fa ed
with the question of how to eÆ iently store and ompute the hypergraph R.
Sin e the transitions between hypernodes are dire tly given by the transitions
between the nodes in G(B; A), it is immediate to ompute a andidate for a
new hypernode from a given one. After the reation of this andidate, one has
to de ide whether this hypernode is already ontained in R or not. Depending
on the data stru ture used to store R and on the dynami s of the underlying
system this may be omputationally expensive. In the following we are going
to des ribe a data stru ture whi h enables this de ision to be a omplished
eÆ iently. An upper bound for the omplexity of the orresponding sear h
within R is given by O(n log(n)), where n is the number of sets in B.

A.1 The data stru ture
Let B = fB1 ; : : : ; Bn g be the ne partition. Every hypernode R 2 R is then
uniquely determined by a subset of the set f1; : : : ; ng. A ommon way to store
su h a set is by a bit-ve tor of length n, where the i-th bit is set to 1 if and
only if i 2 R. The disadvantage of this approa h is that every andidate for
a new hypernode has to be ompared bitwise with every existing one. We are
not going to use this approa h but will instead make use of the following idea:
If two hypernodes S; R 2 R di er only by one element, it is suÆ ient to store
the ommon part on e and additionally the di eren e between S and R. In
16

omparing a andidate with S and R it suÆ es to ompare the ommon part
on e and additionally the di eren es.
Let us be more pre ise. We are going to onstru t a tree T in order to store
the elements of R. To every node N 2 T ex ept the root N0 2 T we assign
a pair (i(N ); s(N )), where i(N ) 2 f1; : : : ; ng denotes a node within the graph
G(B; A) of the so shift and s(N ) 2 f0; 1; : : : ; jRjg is either 0 or denotes 5 a
node in R. Every node of T may have at most n hildren. Now the hypernode
R = fr1 ; : : : ; r`g 2 R (where we sort the elements of R su h that r1 < r2 <
   < r`) is represented as a path (N0; N1; : : : ; N`) in T with
i(Nj ) = rj ;

j = 1; : : : ; ` and s(N` ) > 0:

N0


T
 TT






(1,4) N
1


(2,1) N
2


A
 AA

 
(4,3) N
(2,0) N
3
4
 


(5,2) N
5


Fig. A.1. Example of a tree for the storage of the redu ed right resolving presentation
R.

As an example onsider a hypergraph R with nodes

ff2g; f1; 2; 5g; f1; 4g; f1gg:
The orresponding tree is then given as depi ted in Figure A.1. The orresponding paths in T are

f2g : (N0; N2 );
f1; 2; 5g : (N0; N1 ; N3; N5);
f1; 4g : (N0; N1 ; N4);
f1g : (N0; N1 ):

5 the value of s(N ) is ne essary only to label nodes in the transition matrix R; for
the purposes of the tree storage, we need only he k if s(N ) is nonzero or not.
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A.2 Storage of the tree
The maximal number of hildren of a node depends on the number of sets in
the partition B. Sin e the a tual number of hildren of a node varies from node
to node and may di er signi antly (essentially depending on the dynami s of
the underlying system), it is not advisable to pre-allo ate memory for every
possible hild of a node. Rather we store the a tual hildren of a node in a
set, su h that the omplexity of the task of looking for a parti ular hild is of
order O(log n).

A.3 Handling of a andidate for a new hypernode
Let us return to the original task now, namely the problem of having to de ide
whether a newly reated andidate R for a new hypernode of R is already
ontained in R or has to be inserted. Let again R = fr1 ; : : : ; r` g with r1 <
   < r`. We start with r1 and look for a hild N1 of the root of T su h that
i(N1 ) = r1 :

If it exists, we repeat the pro ess with r2 and the hildren of N1 . If not, we
insert the new hypernode R into T by onstru ting the orresponding path in
T as des ribed above.

A.4 Constru tion of the hypergraph R
So far we have only dis ussed how to eÆ iently store the elements of R. In
fa t, while we are building the tree T we are onstru ting the transition matrix
R orresponding to R on the y. Every time we reate a andidate for new
hypernode we either update an existing entry of this matrix (in the ase when
the andidate is already ontained in T ) or reate a new one (in the ase when
the andidate is inserted into T ).

B Proofs
B.1 Proof of Proposition 2

Lemma 10 Let  be any T -invariant probability measure and h (T; A) denote the standard metri entropy of T with respe t to the partition A. Then
18

h (T; A)  h (T; A).

P
PROOF. Let A be a partition, and de ne H (A) = A2A W(A) log( (A)).
Further
jAj denote the ardinality of A. It is lear that H ( iN=01 T iA) 
WN let
1 i
log j i=0 T

Aj (Corollary 4.2 [1℄). Thus

N_1

h (T; A)  h (T; A) := lim (1=N ) log j
T
N !1
i=0

i

Aj

for all invariant  .

PROOF. [of Proposition 2℄
(1) Using Lemma 10 and the fa ts that (i) if A is generating, then h (T ) =
h (T; A) (Theorems 4.17 and 4.18 [1℄), and (ii) the variational prin iple
(Theorem 8.6 [1℄) that states that h(T ) = sup is T invariant h (T ), the
result follows.
(2) By Theorem 8.3 [1℄, limdiamA!0 h (T; A) = h (T ). Combining this with
the variational prin iple, and Lemma 10, we have the result.

Remark 11 Before we ontinue, we point out a few subtle di eren es between

h (T; A) and h(T ).

(1) h (T; A) too low: If the partition A is not omplex enough to fully
apture the total entropy of T (for example, if A is not generating),
then one may have h (T; A) < h(T ). For example, set T : [0; 1℄ ,
T x = 4x (mod 1), and A = f[0; 1=2); [1=2; 1℄g. It is easy to see that
h (T; A) = log 2 < log 4 = h(T ).
(2) h (T; A) too high: Sometimes the use of a partition generates an arti ial amount of entropy and h (T; A) > h(T ). For example, de ne
T : fx 2 R 2 : kxk2  1g  (using polar oordinates) by T (; r) = (2
(mod 1); r=2), and set A = ff0   < 1=2g; f1=2   < 1gg. Now
h (T; A) = log 2, however, h(T ) = 0 as T is a ontra tion with respe t to
the Eu lidean norm.
While we must be areful that situation (i) does not o ur in pra ti e (see the
dis ussion at the beginning of Se tion 2 for basi pre autions), we believe that
situation (ii) is rare.

B.2 Convergen e of h(B; A) ! h (T; A)

PROOF. [of Theorem 4℄
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(1) For N 2 N and "
f1; :::; qgZ:

 0 we de

ne the following shift invariant subsets of

W (1; ") := fa = (ai ) : 9(xi )1
i=0 ; xi

2A

ai

; d(T xi; xi+1 )  ")g

and W (N; ") :=

fa = (a ) : 8i  0; 9x ; :::; x + 1 with x 2 A and d(T x ; x +1)  ")g
Clearly W (N2 ; "1)  W (N1 ; "2 ) if N1  N2  1 and 0  "1  "2 . If
N < 1 and "  0 is arbitrary, then W (N; ") is a subshift of nite type
i

i

i N

i

ai

i

i

and thus ompa t.
T
(2) We will show W (1; ") = N 2N W (N; ") for every "  0, whi h implies in
parti ular that
T W (1; ") is ompa t.
Let a 2 N 2N W (N; "). Then for every N there are xi;N for 0  i 
N 1 su h that d(T xi;N ; xi+1;N )  ". By ompa tness there exists a
subsequen e of (x0;N )N 2N onverging to some x0 2 Aa0 . By swit hing to a
further subsequen e we an a hieve that the orresponding subsequen e of
(x1;N ) onverges to some x1 2 Aa1 . By ontinuity we have d(T x0 ; x1 )  ".
This implies a 2 W (1; "). The reverse
in lusion is obvious.
T
(3) In this part we show W (N; 0) = ">0 W (N; "), if N < 1.
Consider a xed word a = [a0 ; :::; aN 1 ℄. For "  0 the set
C" := f(x0 ; :::; xN 1 ) 2 M N : 8i xi

2A

ai

and d(T xi ; xi+1 )  "g

T

is ompa t. Clearly C0  C" for every " > 0, i.e. C0  ">0 C". On the
other hand, if x = (x0 ; :::; xN 1 ) 2 C" for every " > 0, then by ontinuity
d(T xi ; xi+1 ) = 0 for every i, i.e. x 2 C0 . By ompa tness this implies
C0 6= ; if and only if C" 6= ; for all " > 0. Sin e W (N; ") for N < 1 is
uniquely determined by all words of length N , the laim follows.
(4) To on lude the proof we observe
W (1; 0) =

\ \

N

2N ">0

W (N; ") =

\ \

0 2N

W (N; ") =

"> N

\

">

0

W (1; "):

Let a(N; ") for N 2 N, "  0 denote the number of distin t symbol
sequen es of length N in W (1; "). Then
lim
lim
!0 N !1

log a(N; )
N

= lim
inf
!0 N 2N

log a(N; ")

N
log a(N; ")
= inf
inf
>0 N 2N
N
log a(N; ")
= inf inf
N 2N >0
N
log a(N; 0)
= inf
N 2N
N
= h (T; A)
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The assertion of the theorem follows be ause a(N; )  jWN (B; A)j if
diam B  ".

Remark 12 In the ase of non- ompa t Ai one may apply Theorem 4 to
A = fA1; : : : ; Aq g.
B.3 Constru tion of the redu ed right-resolving presentation
The set W (G(B; A)) is by de nition a so shift; that is, it is a set of bi-in nite
words formed by the on atenation of labels read on walks around a dire ted
labelled graph. In the sequel we sele t the ne essary results from [20℄.

De nition 13 We all a shift W -irredu ible, if given words u; v 2 W (G(A; B)),
one an always nd a word w 2 W (G(A; B)) su h that uwv 2 W (G(A; B)).
De nition 14 A graph G will be alled irredu ible if there is a path from any
node i to any other node j . A non-negative matrix B will be alled irredu ible
if given states i; j there is an N  0 su h that (B N )ij > 0.
In the ase of subshifts of nite type, and in parti ular, our topologi al Markov
hain governed by B, W -irredu ibility of the topologi al Markov hain is equivalent to irredu ibility of the (0,1) transition matrix.

Lemma 15 Suppose that the (0,1) transition matrix B for the topologi al
Markov hain is irredu ible. Then the asso iated so shift is W -irredu ible.
PROOF. The word u must terminate at some node of the topologi al Markov

hain, all it n1 ; likewise, n2 is a starting node of the word v . The word w is
simply the word read by taking a path from n1 to n2 , a path whi h exists by
irredu ibility of the topologi al Markov hain.

De nition 16 A labelled graph G0 is a right-resolving presentation of a labelled graph G if (i) W (G0 ) = W (G) and (ii) for ea h node of G0 , all outgoing
ar s are labelled di erently.
Theorem 17 (Thm 3.3.2 and 3.3.11 [20℄) (1) Every so shift has a rightresolving presentation.
(2) A so shift is W -irredu ible i it has a W -irredu ible right-resolving
presentation.
Theorem 18 (Thm 4.3.3 [20℄) The entropy of a W -irredu ible so shift is
given by the maximal eigenvalue of the adja en y matrix R of an irredu ible
right-resolving presentation.
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A graph of a W -irredu ible right-resolving presentation may not be irredu ible.
The following two results say that ea h irredu ible omponent of su h a graph
arries all of the entropy.

Lemma 19 If the graph of a W -irredu ible right-resolving presentation G0 (A; B)
has more than one irredu ible omponent, then all irredu ible omponents generate the same words.
PROOF. Suppose that one has two irredu ible omponents C1 and C2 , su h

that one may not move from C1 to C2 (reverse movement may or may not
be allowed). Let v be a word generated in C2 that annot be generated in
C1 , and let u be an arbitrary word generated in C1 . Given these words u; v 2
W (G0 (A; B)), we should be able to nd a word w 2 W (G0 (A; B)) su h that
uwv 2 W (G0 (A; B)). Clearly the word uwv may not be formed entirely in C1 ,
and one an not move into C2 ; thus W -irredu ibility is ontradi ted.

Corollary 20 The entropy generated by any irredu ible omponent of the
graph of a W -irredu ible right-resolving presentation equals the entropy generated by the full graph.
PROOF. Follows dire tly from Lemma 19.
The main onstru tion embedded in Algorithm 2.4 is des ribed in the proof
of Theorem 17 (i). However, the formal onstru tion of a full right-resolving
presentation, as des ribed in [20℄ requires an initial hypernode olle tion onsisting of all subsets of the nodes f1; 2; : : : ; ng. That is, one must begin with
2n hypernodes; something whi h is omputationally infeasible. We now show
that one does not need to onstru t a full right-resolving presentation to nd a
suitable adja en y matrix; rather a subgraph ontaining any irredu ible omponent of the full graph is suÆ ient.

Proposition 21 Algorithm 2.4 applied to a W -irredu ible so shift produ es
a dire ted labelled graph su h that the logarithm of the maximal eigenvalue l
of the adja en y matrix R for this graph is equal to h(B; A).
PROOF. We onsider a W -irredu ible right-resolving presentation Gfull , with

existen e guaranteed by Theorem 17 (i). Lemma 19 and Corollary 20 tell us
that we may fo us on any one of the irredu ible omponents of Gfull. We seek
to nd a subgraph GAlg1  Gfull ontaining one of the (possibly several) irredu ible omponents of Gfull by hoosing a (random) starting hypernode and
traversing all possible outgoing hyperar s as in Algorithm 2.4 (steps (i) to (v))
and then deleting all non-re urrent hypernodes (steps (vi) and (vii)). Clearly,
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our algorithm nds a subgraph GAlg1 ontaining an irredu ible omponent
Girred. This irredu ible omponent Girred governs a W -irredu ible shift by arguments as in the proof of Lemma 15. The fa t that Girred arries all of the
entropy generated by Gfull follows from Corollary 20. We now need only show
that this entropy is equal to log , where  is the maximal eigenvalue of the
matrix R. In analogy to the onstru tion of R, reate the matrix Rirred using
only nodes in Girred (the matrix Rirred is irredu ible by de nition). Applying
Corollary 20 and Theorem 18, we have that h(B; A) = log irred , where irred
is the maximal eigenvalue of Rirred. Sin e our subgraph GAlg1 onsists of the
irredu ible omponent Girred, plus, possibly additional nodes whose onne ting ar s eventually lead into Girred, but do not have in oming ar s originating
in Girred, one an show that l = lirred, and the result is proven.

PROOF. [of Proposition 7℄ Transitivity of T implies irredu ibility of B. The
result then follows by Lemma 15 and Proposition 21.
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